Security has been a concern since the early days of computing, when a computer was isolated in a room and a threat could be posed only by malicious insiders. To support authorized Data Deduplication in cloud computing ,encryption is enhanced before outsource. Data Deduplication helps to store identical copy of data in Cloud Storage and that consumption is low bandwidth. Third Party control generates a spectrum of concerns caused by the lack of transparency and limited user control .For example , a cloud provider may subcontract some resources from a third party whose level of trust is questionable. There are examples when subcontractors fails to maintain the customer data. There are also examples when third party was not a subcontractor but a hardware supplier and the loss of data was caused by poor -quality storage devices [12] .To overcome the problem of integrity and security, this paper makes the first attempt that applying Data Coloring, Watermarking techniques on shared data objects. Then applying Merkle Hash Tree[11],make tighten access control for sensitive data in both private and public clouds.
INTRODUCTION
Data Deduplication [11] is one of compression techniques which is used to eliminate the repeat multiple copies of data before store in Cloud Storage. This paper is mainly focused on security related how that data are secured and stored in Cloud Storage without any third party involvement in that.
There are multiple ways to look at the security risks for cloud computing. Some recent papers identifies three broad classes of risks [12] .
Traditional security threats -Threats related to system availability -And threats related to third party data control. Now a days, explosive of data and documents and network capabilities make data transfer and increase size of data storage and consume some amount of bandwidth also. As such, the use of remote storage systems [5] is gaining an expanding interest, namely the cloud storage based services, since it provides cost efficient architectures. These architectures support the transmission, storage in a multitenant environment, and intensive computation of outsourced data in a pay per use business model.
By applying client side Deduplication ( [1] , [4] ),can save resource consumption in any network bandwidth and storage capacities namely Dropbox, wuala. But if client side Deduplication [10] enable remote computes, that will increase CPU utilization [13] for back up. There are several agent should include in that for backup. For example ,to perform client side Deduplication in windows based system required Windows based agent and to perform client side Deduplication in Linux based system required Linux based agent. But that increase the volume of data.
Even though de-duplication provides limited storage space and low bandwidth consumption, users require the protection of their data and confidentiality measures to be taken. But, Deduplication and security are two conflicting technologies. The Deduplication is used to detect replicate copies of data and store them only once while security needs encryption.
By applying Data Coloring and Watermarking techniques during user/client registration process on user data, that is encrypted before outsourcing. It provides trust-overlay network between user and Cloud Storage and tighten access control in clouds.
LITERATURE SURVEY
According to J. R. Douceur, A. Adya et al [3] proposals, some solution was given for security that relocating the replicas of files with identical content to a common set of storage machines by performing convergent encryption that done by hash based algorithms. But among same work group, sharing datas and storing identical copy makes hash algorithm insecure. Merkle based hash tree algorithm is providing secure access.
Proposed deduplication by W. Storer, K. Greenan, D. D. Long et al [2] .As per this proposals, server side deduplication was checked. But client side deduplication was not discussed and security against hackers, intruders were not in that proposal.
PoW(Proof of ownership) described by Halevi et al [5] . Whenever some duplicate [4] and insecure access comes into account, User/Client should prove their identity. It consumes some amount bandwidth and timing also. But Merkle Tree will identify deduplication that focused on data ownership only but not data privacy. The paper identifies this problem based on that. Because key will be generated after user/client register. The key will be sent their mail id.So need not to proof ownership for file access. Based on that key, can identify the owner of file.
Bellare et al [6] shows that involvement of Third Party Auditor (TPA).because of transforming predictable into unpredictable message to enhance the security of deduplication and protect the confidentiality of the data that shows how to prevent. But TPA will generate key for duplication check and introduced new concept that is key server to generate key for duplicate check. But it didn't mention about how amount of data that key will consume and not proved stability of security algorithm.
A weak leakage resilient client side de-duplication model was proposed by Xu et al [7] .This is focus on file level of deduplication check .Not Block level of deduplication and key management.
According to Logashree et al [14] , Merkle based algorithm is major security concern for cloud computing environment. This present data privacy with help of Third Party Auditor(TPA).If many user. client approach simultaneously, that will make CPU utilization more. In proposed system without need of TPA ,user can upload and download their files and documents based on his/her generated key .
Existing System
The Data coloring and Watermarking techniques are used to protect shared data objects. both data coloring and watermarking process have been used, in order to store the data or images in the cloud server by assigning the public key. This key and watermarking and data coloring images are sent to third-party and third-party have full authority to check the key and send it to the Cloud storage. According to security concern whose level is questionable if sub contractors failed to maintain data and loss of data due to poor quality storage devices. In existing paper, for security purpose, performed Merkle Hash tree algorithm. But that is not sufficient for data security. Verification of correct data storage in the cloud must be conducted without explicit knowledge of the whole data. Considering various kinds of data for each user stored in the cloud and the demand of long term continuous assurance of their data safety, the problem of verifying correctness of data storage in the cloud becomes even more challenging.
Third Party Auditor(TPA) will generate key and authorized one for entire module. He/she may be intrude to steal information in future and more over according to Markowitz and Cooperman a static watermark is embedded in an image using one of the many media watermarking algorithms. This image then stored in the static data section of the program. Whereas according to Davidson and Markowitz static code watermark fingerprint is encoded in the basic block sequence of a program's control flow graphs. This is not only sufficient for secure purpose .Because intruders can identify and verify easily by way of finding sequence of control flow .This Proposed system formally provide solution for more and better security for user /client data.
Proposed System
In this paper, we propose an effective and flexible distributed scheme with explicit dynamic data support to ensure the correctness of users' data in the cloud. This is based on original use of convergent Encryption. Applying Data Coloring and Water marking process will generate key during the user/client register. Based on that key, user can upload/download their file(s) and images in/from Cloud Server. At that same time identical copy of that key will be stored in Cloud Server for authorization purpose. After key derivation, asymmetric encryption (ECC) is applied to original data file and then Merkle Hash Tree is run over encrypted file to extract the unique identifier of the data file. The unique id along with identical key for authorized user will be stored in Cloud Server
If the user wants to download his/her file(s),the user will send the request to Cloud Server based on that key. Then Cloud Server will verify user's key to authentication purpose. Through which, completely prevent unauthorized access of intruders, hackers and attackers .There is no more Third Party Auditor(TPA) referred here.
RELATED WORK
A representative network architecture for cloud data storage is illustrated in Figure 1 . Three different network entities can be identified as follows:
User/Client
An entity, uploading their file(s) and documents in Cloud Server. User/Client must register their with Cloud Server. During that process, they will get authorized key to their valid mail id. That key is only authenticated one for proof of ownership.
Cloud Server (CS)
An an entity ,which is managing large file(s) and documents which is uploaded by client or users or organizations.
Avoiding Third Party Auditor
In Cloud environment, security is important concern . User can upload their file(s)/documents directly into Cloud Server . Depending the TPA, may lead to leakage of data in future. If many users or organizations are trying upload their documents in cloud simultaneously, that will lead for leakage of sensitive data if Third Party Auditor feels burden. In this proposed system to overcome these problems ,Third Party Auditor is not enhanced .
Secure Analysis of Modified Data Deduplication in Cloud
There are many security aspects available in this proposed cloud environment as follows This propose system based on original use of convergent encryption. Initially the user register with Cloud Server(CS).During Registration process, key will be generated by Data Coloring and Watermarking. That key send to their valid user mail id .This is for authentication purpose. After registration was completed ,the user can verify that key by accessing it. One more identical copy of key is stored in Cloud Server(CS).This is mainly used to check the verify the user whether he/she is authorized or not.
Data Confidentiality
One way Hash Function (SHA-256) introduces the important security concern. By Data Coloring and Water markings key generated during user/client registration. Based on that key, hash function will be encrypted. So Data secured and confidentially maintain.
Data Non-repudiability
Asymmetric encryption deliver non-repudiability. To secure the data more, apply ECC on hashed data values. Then Merkle Hash Tree algorithm should run over to better data protectivity.
Data Coloring and water marking
Data coloring and software watermarking has given cloud computing use of shared files and datasets that an opponent could negotiate privacy, security, and copyright in a cloud computing environment. In this trusted software, environment provides useful tools for constructing cloud applications over protected datasets. Watermarking embeds a secret message into a cover message.
Watermarking is the process of adding the user text behind image files. And it's used for shading the text into an image file. And it's mainly used for digital patent administration. Watermarking can be used to conserve data as well as software modules. There are two types available. Static water marking and Dynamic water marking .Static watermarks are stored in the Application executable itself and have been around for a long time. whereas, dynamic watermarks are constructed at runtime and stored in the dynamic state of the program.
Based on that generated key,he/she can upload their documents such that documents and files to Cloud Server(CS).For security ,one way hash function such as SHA-256 applied. After key derivation, asymmetric encryption (ECC) is applied to original data file and then Merkle Hash Tree is run over encrypted file to extract the unique identifier of the data file. The unique id and one more key that will store in Cloud Server(CS)
If the user wants to upload the duplicate [3] file, the Cloud Server(CS) checks whether the unique id is present in database or not. Along with unique id ,that generated key also stored in CS. User/client will upload their documents with help of that key which is derived while registration process. if both keys are matching, then cannot store in Cloud Server(CS).
Whenever he/she wants to download his/her documents from Cloud Storage(CS),he has to access that key which is in his/her mail address. It ensures the highest level of privacy to cloud clients. Figure 2 shows the flow of proposed work is as follows-(i) Initially key generated while user registration with Cloud Server(CS).This key was generated by applying Data Coloring and Water mark (ii)
After key derived that key send to authorized user account(mail address) that mail address was taken during user registration process. one more identical copy of this key stored in Cloud Server(CS 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This proposal programme is implemented using Java and running it on a Pentium -IV with 1GB of RAM and Hard disk of 200 GB. The Operating framework utilized is Windows 7. Oracle 10g is used for backend data storage. Dropbox is used for Cloud Server. 
SUMMARY
The proposed system has two entities: User/Client and Cloud Server. There is no Third Party Auditor (TPA ) [9] . Because of security, Privacy and Integrity of data concern, didn't introduce. First User/Client register with Cloud Server with normal registration process like name, password. 
